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Abstract 
 

This research aims at designing and evaluating a 
new generation of usable and multimodal Require-
ments and Analysis Tools, capable of promoting arti-
fact co-evolution in a useful manner, enabling coop-
eration and communication of multiple stakeholders 
over a common semantic model. The main goal is to 
leverage the elicitation of functional and non-
functional requirements by using multimodal interac-
tion techniques, and driving software development 
using a conceptual architecture easily extracted from 
user task flows. 
 
 
1. Problem Statement 
 

Requirements management and elicitation is widely 
recognized to be one of the major problems in modern 
software development. This stage of development in-
volves multiple stakeholders, usually with different 
backgrounds, and is currently faced with the advent of 
multi-platform development [10]. In this context, new 
tools are required to enable cooperation and communi-
cation of multiple stakeholders over a common seman-
tic model that is capable of driving modern software 
development. Lack of user involvement has tradition-
ally been “the number one reason for project failure” 
and requirements engineering tools seem to have “the 
most significant impact on a project’s success” [13]. 

The available Requirements Engineering (RE) tools 
are currently limited to modeling and management 
tools [14] that are hard to use and only of interest to 
disciplined engineers, leaving all other stakeholders 
(executives, marketers, clients and end-users) aside. 
The lack of adequate and usable tools has also been 
blocking technology transfer from academia to indus-
try [14, 15, 6]. 

Co-authoring and co-evolution of requirements 
models are not adequately dealt with by current tools. 
Applying User-centered design to the design of new 
tools for promoting co-authoring and co-evolutionary 
development of requirements over a common semantic 
model could bring many benefits, such as increased 
stakeholder involvement and information sharing, in-
creased traceability and usable ways to negotiate re-
quirements as well as prioritize development tasks. 
 
2. Prior Research 
 

In the quest for more usable and useful require-
ments tools, architectures for intelligent support have 
been proposed [14]. These are believed to help tool 
developers build scalable, integrated and expanded 
tools. However, little attention is given to the usability 
aspects that need to be addressed in order to promote 
stakeholder involvement.  

The ART-SCENE Scenario Presenter is a web-
based tool aimed at providing support for scenario-
based requirements engineering [12]. ARENA [7] pro-
vides negotiation methods to foster mutually satisfac-
tory agreements between stakeholders and was based 
on the WinWin negotiation model [1], one of the most 
well-known attempts to support distributed require-
ments negotiation. 

 Recognizing the potential of mobile tools, Seyff et 
al. [11] proposed a tool using PDA’s to foster the cap-
ture of requirements with an easier participation from 
stakeholders. 

These examples demonstrate that there is a clear 
trend towards building a new generation of require-
ments tools, fully coupled with the whole software 
engineering process and fully supporting the work-
styles [4] of all stakeholders in usable and useful envi-
ronments. 



 
3. Proposed Approach 
 
3.1 Hypothesis and Goals 

 
We hypothesize that (a) the structure of a system’s 

use influences the conceptual system architecture and 
that influence can be used for requirements negotiation 
and prioritizing development tasks; (b) the UML can 
be successfully used as a common semantic model to 
facilitate communication and promote artifact co-
authoring by different-background stakeholders, as 
long as this is supported by user-centered tools; and (c) 
requirements elicitation can be leveraged through mul-
timodal, user-centered collaborative environments, not 
just descriptive modeling tools like the current ones. 

The main goals of our research are:  
- Achieve a technological solution for facilitating 

information sharing during requirements elicitation by 
a background-diverse group of stakeholders; 

- Trace the requirements of a system, in terms of 
user intentions and system responsibilities, to the con-
ceptual architecture of that same system, and easily 
extract that architecture from task flows; 

- Ease the process of prioritizing development tasks 
as well as requirements negotiation by allowing all 
stakeholders to view the impact of a given set of use 
cases in the conceptual architecture of a system. 

 
3.2 Method 

 
To test our hypothesis, we propose to: (i) develop, 

adapt and evaluate notations from different fields 

(software engineering, marketing, management and 
usability engineering) that enable multiple representa-
tions of requirements over a common semantic model; 
(ii) design, implement and test a traceability model 
between different representations that enables synchro-
nized artifact changes from the different stakeholders; 
and (iii) develop and evaluate prototype tools in the 
sequence of CanonSketch [2, 3], that support and dem-
onstrate automated support for the methods, techniques 
and models. 

Our methodology is based on Design Research [8], 
which has as final output an instantiation which “op-
erationalizes constructs, models and methods”. 

 
TaskSketch. TaskSketch1 focuses on linking and trac-
ing use cases to the conceptual architecture of a sys-
tem. The idea is to use the Wisdom extension to the 
UML [9], which can be summarized as the UML class 
stereotypes in the lower right part of Figure 1: «Inter-
action Space» models the interaction between the sys-
tem and human users within the user interface of that 
system; «Task» models the structure of the dialogue 
between the user and the system in terms of meaning-
ful and complete sets of actions required to achieve a 
goal; «Control» encapsulates complex derivations and 
calculations, such as business logic, that cannot be re-
lated to specific entity classes and «Entity» models 
perdurable, often persistent, information. 

Figure 1 shows a simple example of two UML ac-
tivity diagrams representing task flows of two distinct 

                                                             
1 For more info such as screenshots and videos of the tool, 

please refer to http://dme.uma.pt/tasksketch 

 
Figure 1: Tracing use cases and task activities to the conceptual architecture of a System. 



use cases in an Arts Center ticket selling IS2: Sell 
Ticket (in blue) and Handle Query (in orange). Each 
use case is detailed using two swim lanes: User Inten-
tions and System Responsibilities (the tool also pro-
vides a participatory view and a narrative view). For 
example, in the use case “Sell Ticket”, it is the sys-
tem’s responsibility to show upcoming events so that 
the user chooses one of them. The system then shows 
the available theater seats for that event and the user 
selects the desired seats, which are blocked by the IS. 
Each crossing of the swim lane originates an interac-
tion space (Event Browser and Theater View). Each 
action on the User Intentions’ swim lane corresponds 
to a task and each action on the System Responsibili-
ties’ swim lane is associated with a control. Figure 1 
describes these relations for these two distinct use 
cases. Using color, the developer can look at the archi-
tectural view of the system and see which classes han-
dle which use cases. This simple support to require-
ments traceability can be very powerful for, e.g., pri-
oritizing development by deciding which classes are 
more urgent to implement. Figure 1 also shows an ex-
ample of two non-functional requirements: a marketing 
requirement attached to the Show Upcoming Events 
action (“Show Famous Actress Picture”) and a per-
formance one (“Check for Conflicts in Real-Time”). 
Figure 2 shows part of the tool.  

 

 
Figure 2. The TaskSketch tool. 

 
Through easy drag-and-drop between the views, the 

conceptual architecture of a system can be easily ex-
tracted from the use cases’ task flows. 

 
Requirements Elicitation. We are also exploring 

the possibilities offered by gesture recognition, mixing 
formal and informal notations and collaborative devel-
opment using speech recognition and a shared display.  

                                                             
2 This example was provided by L. Constantine and was 

thoroughly used and implemented in both MSc. and BSc. 
HCI courses at the University of Madeira. 

In this context, there is evidence [5] that real-time 
collaboration tools incorporating speech recognition 
and displaying information about a group’s dynamics 
can positively impact the group’s interaction. In some 
decision tasks, in particular during requirements elici-
tation, there is a risk that some stakeholders holding 
important information will not effectively share it, thus 
leading the team to less informed discussions. 

In the “Brainstorm Environment” we propose (as 
part of the TaskSketch tool mentioned above), each 
stakeholder is associated a color and types in ideas for 
requirements of the system being developed. Every 
time someone sends a requirement to the screen, a 
shape color-coded by the user who sent it starts slowly 
falling through the center of the window. 

 

 
Figure 3. Collaborative Elicitation screenshot. 
 

The content of this shared display can be manipu-
lated by anyone, so it becomes useful to cluster con-
cepts manually. Dragging a shape to the left or right 
sides of the window makes it stop falling. Concepts 
that remained untouched become grouped in the bot-
tom of the window [5]. Clustering of requirements can 
also be made partially automatically, because this sys-
tem uses a thesaurus and every time someone sends a 
common concept, such as “client” and “customer”, the 
two shapes become aggregated. The speech recognition 
system is set to dynamically recognize any of the 
phrases or words in the shared display. Every time a 
concept is recognized, the shape shows a number, 
which counts the number of times that concept has 
been spoken during the meeting. Figure 3 shows the 
look of this environment. 

We foresee the following usage scenario for an envi-
ronment like this one: different stakeholders meet to 
discuss and elicit functional and non-functional re-
quirements. This includes clients, marketers, pro-
grammers and interaction designers. Each uses a mi-
crophone and has its own color. As they suggest ideas, 
they watch them fall and the display becomes color-
filled. In this manner, the system will attempt to in-



crease the discussion of ideas as well as to foster col-
laboration between people with different backgrounds 
through an engaging environment. It is also expected 
that under-speakers will participate more and over-
speakers will participate less, like [5] have shown. 
However, by the end of the meeting, it is also expected 
to achieve a better clustering and definition of concepts 
as well as have an idea of what requirements and con-
cepts are more important (by looking at which words 
were more referred to during a given context in the 
meeting). 

 
4. Current Progress and Expected Contri-
butions 
 

The TaskSketch tool as described here is almost 
completely implemented and ready for usability tests. 
A predecessor tool, CanonSketch [2, 3, 4] was already 
tested and results were promising. 

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 
1. A different way to leverage requirements elicitation 

between different-background stakeholders, taking 
advantage of user-centered design techniques and 
informal, multimodal interaction (using speech, 
gestures and shared displays); 

2. Innovative tools fully supporting these methods and 
techniques; 

3. A general development framework for RE tools, 
based on all lesson learned during the research. 

 
5. Evaluation 
 

We have already conducted several usability studies 
during HCI courses at our University and the results 
seem promising. We plan to test our hypothesis 
through: 
• Empirical validation over the usability and effec-

tiveness of our tools and methods; this will be ac-
complished mainly through usability studies with 
different-background users; we will take measures 
such as user’s satisfaction, error rates, expressive-
ness and ease of communication. 

• Proofs of concept, in which we apply real-world 
problems (such as [10]) to our tools and methods. 

• Testing and assessing the methods, techniques and 
tools in an industrial setting. 
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